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In the hustle and bustle of activity, necessary for preparation of the annual WSA/AIA Convention, this issue of the Wisconsin Architect/Punch List will be a shortened version. It is being prepared prior to convention but will reach you following convention. Our May issue will be a post-convention issue and will highlight the many activities of the 1976 convention . . . AJC

The process of design and construction of major projects is going to be managed; the only question is “who will do the managing?” The architect, or the architect/engineer is a logical candidate for the role of the Construction Manager because of his understanding of how to provide professional services for a fee. Construction Management calls for the same client/professional relationship, uncompromised by divided self-interests.

A serious misunderstanding of what Construction Management is, and what a Construction Manager does, had led a large number of unqualified people — professional, technical, and managerial — to self-appoint themselves as practitioners of an art they have not mastered. And unless the Construction Manager is prepared to learn or assemble a number of skills not normally within any one profession’s competence, he is not going to be able to act as a Construction Manager for a sophisticated client. The function of Construction Management goes far beyond changing a letterhead to include those two words.

What has brought about this surge of interest in Construction Management? Essentially, it arose because the building client has become dissatisfied with the ability of architects and the allied construction industry to provide a quality facility, and at the same time, to control the time it takes to design and construct it, as well as the total cost of the facility. In a time of rapidly escalating costs of both labor and materials, the client feels that the most effective weapon he has against building cost inflation is better management of the processes. Most architects, engineers, and contractors will admit that design and construction have not been managed nearly as efficiently as most business and manufacturing operations.

The logic by which the best modern management operates is that you must Plan, Organize, Implement, and then Control the process of whatever you mean to accomplish. In this case, to design and construct a physical facility.

While it seems obvious that the Construction Manager is expected to control both construction cost and the time required for designing and building the project, most owners are adding another criteria: the ability to understand and manage financial planning and cash flow requirements.
The architect cannot count completely on a demonstrated record of successfully managing the design process, although obviously, that is a first requirement. Even if his firm has mastered perfectly the management of his traditional phase of the project, it is only a part of a greater whole. The Construction Manager must be as familiar with all of the construction processes as a true general contractor; he must be as skilled in the area of cost control as a talented comptroller; as knowledgeable of scheduling control as a plant manager; and as financially savvy as an investment banker.
Now there is no intention to suggest that all of these talents must be centered in some Superman, some Renaissance man to end all Renaissance men. But what we have learned at SH&G through a series of successful Construction Management projects (and one spectacularly unsuccessful one) is that all of these skills must be represented on the Construction Manager’s staff, immediately available to him.

As a result of our firm’s experience, we believe that the following talents must be available within any firm offering Construction Management services:

1) **Design process experts.** They are completely familiar with the managers of the design process in all of the significant disciplines (planning, architectural, mechanical, structural, electrical and civil).

2) **Business managers.** These must not only be trained in, but experienced in, managing a business or process. But to fully understand the design and construction process, they must have a background in the estimating, negotiating and supervision of field projects, as well as a working knowledge of the design process either as an architect or as one of the engineering disciplines.

3) **Cost controllers.** In addition to knowing how to estimate the costs of the various systems in a building, these people must also understand the cost implications of all decisions made by the design disciplines. Value engineering, life-cycle costing, and owners’ cost implications are part of this repertoire. As decisions are made and the design progresses, these cost controllers must be able to quickly and accurately estimate the cost of various design alternatives.

4) **Schedule controllers.** This skill involves an understanding of contractors’ time requirements in all of the trades, as well as the time needed by the designers, whose work is interdependent on one another (for example, the structural engineer must know the weight of the rooftop mechanical equipment before he can size his structure). Also, these people must be aware of the implications of all special knowledge they have of the construction labor and/or materials conditions in the project area. If one kind of specialized labor, like steamfitters, is in short supply in the project area, this information must be programmed into the decisions of the mechanical engineer on the selection of the HVAC system. And if the structural designer is choosing between concrete and steel, both the cost and the availability of these materials in the job area must be available to him.

5) **Financial expertise.** The Construction Manager must have on hand people who understand what the cash flow requirements of various projects will have on the owners. While the embarrassment of not having cash ready for payment of work put in place is obvious, it is equally important that large amounts of money not be borrowed, nor bonds issued, too long in advance of when the funds are needed. It could mean extra interest paid, or borrowing at a disadvantageous time. This need to know how much and when money will be needed is equally important to the industrial or business client, a hospital board, or a school board, and poor advice can be costly. Any such extra cost of a facility adds nothing to its quality or its function. The Construction Manager must know the financial relationships of design decisions and the market for the project space. For example, a known rent structure will set certain size and cost parameters that can be exceeded only risking the project’s financial soundness. This is especially true in rental apartments and speculative office space.
The very breadth of the services required in Construction Management indicate that they will almost never be found in a single individual, and that a team of experts will have to be assembled. Since these should be top men in their fields, it means that they will be expensive, and it appears that only the larger organizations will be able to offer all these services under one roof, and will be able to secure the volume of projects that will make these services economically viable. However, it is perfectly possible for the smaller firm to assemble as a joint venture the kind of expertise demanded.

The general contractor, who may have top-quality civil, architectural and structural construction people, has a different problem in that he will have to add the mechanical and electrical construction people, plus the architectural and engineering design management and the financial expertise. Another entry is the management expert, who also owns but one leg of the stool, and will have to find both design and construction management people.

While Construction Management is important on the traditional lineal scheduling process of Program, Design, Bid, and Construct, it is absolutely vital to the success of any accelerated and overlapped process, such as Phased Construction, Fast-Track, or UTAP, or whatever. Under such systems, design decisions can be implemented as they are made without having to wait until the entire design process is completed and documents prepared for bidding.

But this can be successful only if the Construction Manager has given the designers all of the information they need to make those original decisions. For example, on one extremely successful project, SH&G was able to pour footings and order structural steel almost immediately because the client had accepted the criteria that the bay size would be 40' x 50', the buildings would be one-story and truss-roofed, and the HVAC would be roof-mounted. Obviously, this ruled out any later change to a high-rise structure, except at a predictable cost in time and money. While the designer might think of this as a constriction on his options, the design process always consists of a series of decisions building on the ones that went before. The traditional system makes the same irrevocable (because of cost) decisions, but they are not acted upon until the last one is made.

It will be the Construction Manager's ability to lay out a realistic construction schedule that will permit him to identify the proper sequence and detailing of all the design and construction operations in order to make the most effective use of the time, money, and people resources at his command. Decisions on quality criteria remain the province of the owner and his architect, but the Construction Manager is responsible for recommendations on the time duration of design and construction, and the cost of construction. Unless it conflicts with an owner/architect aesthetic or quality standard, he will also be able to utilize performance criteria in the specifications.

During the implementation of these people, time and money resources, the Construction Manager must constantly monitor and forecast the progress, with special emphasis on the identification of variances and/or problems that threaten the Owner's objectives. He must take prompt and effective action to control those problems.

In an early stage of one of SH&G's projects, the Construction Manager visited a supplier's factory, and became convinced that there was no way that the deadline for some critical electrical equipment could be
met, and that this failure would set back the project several months. Since on-time delivery was the owner’s prime objective, another manufacturer was located who could meet the delivery date, and the contract was transferred to him. On a traditional project, no action would have been taken until the manufacturer actually failed to deliver, and then the contractor would attempt to find a substitute. In this case, the early recognition of the problem and the prompt action eliminated any delay in the project.

Although the construction schedule gives subcontractors specific dates for the beginning and the end of their work, one or another trade often falls behind, threatening the schedule of every trade that follows. In this case, the experienced construction manager will insist that the sub go on overtime, or add more workmen, to make up the time and progress he has lost. As an aside, we have learned that prompt payment of sub-contractors for work put in place insures that men will not be pulled off your job because some other job is more reliable in payment. Many of these contractors operate on a close margin, and quick inspection, certification, and payment, will give your job a high priority with these small businessmen.

The process of Construction Management is one of orchestrated teamwork, with the Construction Manager as the conductor (but not dictator) of the activities of Owner, Architect/Engineer, and Contractors. One of the surest ways for a project to fail to meet its objectives is to allow the owner to avoid or postpone the decisions he must make, at the time he must make them. As the owner, he has the right not to make them, but the Construction Manager must make crystal clear the cost in time and money of such a delay, so that the owner’s decision (or non-decision) is an informed one.

How do you assure this kind of decisiveness? One successful tactic is that of regularly scheduled meetings, with a pre-published agenda of all problems that require decisions, and the stipulation that every item on the agenda MUST be resolved before the meeting is adjourned. Under such a stricture, it is amazing how many tough decisions get made quickly!

While many architects and architectural firms will not be interested in providing this CM service, and will prefer playing the traditional role of design architect, working closely with the other design disciplines, one fact has to be faced: projects are going to be managed by somebody.

This does not imply any diminution of the role or responsibility of the design professional. In fact, there are some important advantages to be gained. The designer will get a crash course in how to manage his own design process that should make him more efficient and more profitable. He should be able to eliminate the false starts and re-starts in design that come from getting facts too late to prevent errors or false premises. And he will get an education in how the other parts of the process function that should improve his own skills as well.

To summarize, any professional or firm interested in doing Construction Management must broaden the skills available to include all those we have named. The architectural firm with a sound background of managing all of the other design disciplines starts with the same excellent potential as the A/E.

Construction projects are going to be managed, and this responsibility is going to be given to those who know how to manage the processes from beginning to end. Some of these managers will be architects or
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4060 N. 127th St.
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Brookfield, Wis. 53005

Jacuzzi
premier custom line
roman baths

Double comfort two-way whirlpool
ALL PLUMBING IS CONTAINED INSIDE
A 3' x 6' MODULE*
*5' model also available

STANDARD FEATURES
Installs either as right or left hand tub
Built-in armrests, stainless steel and chrome fittings, 60 minute timer, three recessed whirlpool heads—two with fully adjustable control of force and direction of massage. Tub complete with skirt and center drain.

ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS
The tub is plumbed in PVC Schedule 80 piping, powered by an exclusive Jacuzzi Whirlpool system completely piped and plumbed within the tub perimeter for easy installation.

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Hand rail and custom colors are available. Premiere Custom Line Roman Baths are offered in glamorous, glowing colors in addition to standard white. These optional colors were especially chosen by color consultants to complement the decorative trends of today.

EASY MAINTENANCE
A bright, smooth surface will be maintained with the use of liquid cleaners.

For complete information
Call 774-1701

Zummach
PAINT 9-10-ZU

It's nice to have the only coating classified by Sweets as Graffiti-Resistant

Telephone
ZUMMACH PAINT CORPORATION
Milwaukee
(414) 645-1264

See Sweets 1976 Catalog, Page 77
"Graffiti Resistant" Classification

For Our 17 Page Anti-Graffiti
Product Manual and Demonstration

For Our 17 Page Anti-Graffiti
Product Manual and Demonstration
Notice the sweeping lines of the Rochelle toilet, the Caravelle bath; Remington lavatories with "Antique" faucets. The best of what was surroundings the best of what is.

For more information, write KOHLER CO. KOHLER, WISCONSIN 53044.
Kohler products are available in Canada.

Colonial Interlude - featuring Kohler's newest decor color; "Antique" faucets; A subtle color; "Antique" faucets with character. A subtle color.

And nostalgia comes alive in the Birthday Bath, an enamel cast iron bathtub with "Antique" faucets, ball and claw feet in 24 carat gold electroplate.
**CONSULT WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR LISTED HERE!**

**GREEN BAY**  
Murphy Supply Co., Inc.  
1055 Lake St.  
(54303)  
Phone: 1-414-432-3378

Builders Plumbing Supply Co.  
915 South Broadway  
(54304)  
Phone: 1-414-432-3354

**WISCONSIN RAPIDS**  
Mid-State Supply Inc.  
2111 Jefferson St.  
(54494)  
Phone: 1-715-423-6730

**MADISON** (Home Office)  
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.  
1023 E. Main St.  
(53703)  
Phone: 1-608-257-3755

**MILWAUKEE**  
Milwaukee Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.  
1313 W. St. Paul Ave  
(53233)  
Phone: 1-414-273-3600

United Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.  
9947 W. Carmen Ave.  
(53225)  
Phone: 1-414-464-5100

Crichton Corp.  
4080 N. Port Washington Road  
(53212)  
Phone: 1-414-964-6222

**SHEBOYGAN**  
J. J. Koepsell Co.  
1010 S. 9th St.  
(53081)  
Phone: 1-414-457-3646

**APPLETON**  
W. S. Patterson Co.  
2100 W. College Ave.  
(54911)  
Phone: 1-414-739-3136

**THE ROCK COUNTY BRANCH**  
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.  
Route No. 3, Hy. 51 - South  
Janesville, Wis. 53545  
Phone: 1-608-754-8106

**RACINE**  
Thomas Supply Co.  
1430 Ninth St.  
(53403)  
Phone: 1-414-633-8289

**BROOKFIELD**  
The H. W. Theis Co.  
3595 North 127th St.  
(53005)  
Phone: 1-414-781-5260

**NEW BERLIN**  
Builders Plumbing Supply Co., Inc.  
15905 Ryerson Road  
(53151)  
Phone: 1-414-782-1752
Three good reasons for selecting Weil-McLain

THE CHOICE — Choose from a complete line of oil, atmospheric gas, and combination gas/oil boilers, from 187,800 to 6,060,900 BRU/Hr.

THE FLEXIBILITY — Match any job requirement with a choice of factory-tested packages, factory-assembled sections or individual sections.

THE QUALITY — Only Weil-McLain has such quality features as flame-retention oil burners, asbestor rope seal, short draw rods, multiple tankless water heaters, forced draft firing and, of course, cast iron construction.

Choice, flexibility, and quality . . . three good reasons for contacting your nearest Weil-McLain distributor.

Milwaukee Stove & Furnace Supply Co.
5070 W. State St. — Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
Call: 1 - 414 - 453-1100
(WATS) Call: 1 - 800 - 242-0835
In Madison Call: 1 - 608 - 271-8151
1013 Johnathon Drive - 53713
(WATS) Call: 1 - 800 - 362-8029

113x790 FOR QUALITY SERVICE PRODUCTS — CONSULT YOUR ADVERTISERS.
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JACOBY ELECTED TO FAIA

John P. Jacoby, Southeast Chapter, has been elected to the College of Fellows of the American Institute of Architects. This is a lifetime honor bestowed for outstanding contributions to the profession. Jacoby is one of seventy-one in the nation to be so honored this year by the twenty-six thousand members of the American Institute of Architects.

Formal investiture of the new Fellows will take place on May 3, 1976 at the National AIA Convention in Philadelphia. AIA Fellows may use the initials "FAIA" following their names, to symbolize the esteem in which they are held by the profession. Apart from the Gold Medal, which may be presented each year to one architect from any part of the world, fellowship is the highest honor the Institute can bestow on its members.

Jacoby has combined his architectural career with thirty-five years of service, leadership and involvement in his professional society having served not only on National committees but as president of the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter and as president of the Wisconsin Society of Architects. He is currently serving on the Executive Committee as a director of the Wisconsin Society of Architects.

Jacoby is President of the Milwaukee architectural firm of Herbst, Jacoby & Jacoby Inc. Recent work of the firm includes the UWM Physics Engineering Building, The Fine Arts Buildings for the University of Wisconsin — Oshkosh, The Communication Arts Building for the University of Wisconsin — Parkside, The Menomonee Falls Municipal Building and Library, plus school buildings for St. Mary, St. Anthony, and Good Shepard parishes in Menomonee Falls. The Herbst, Jacoby & Jacoby firm also designed the University of Wisconsin Primate Research Center in Madison and the Primate holding Facility, Vilas Park, Madison. Under construction is the ESS and Computer Center for the Wisconsin Telephone Company in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.

Jacoby joined a group of fifteen men and women architects in the state of Wisconsin who have been so honored over the years.

The WSA Executive Committee, at its March meeting, voted to support two resolutions, one from the Arizona Society of Architects and the other from the Iowa Chapter of the AIA. The Arizona resolution would strengthen the state component as a distributor for all AIA documents by not having the Institute Publications Department compete with the local state society. The resolution states "The American Institute of Architects shall hence forth make direct sales to members only at regular list prices, less a cash discount not to exceed five percent (5%) of the gross sale price of all documents and publications of the Institute." . . . The Iowa Chapter resolution encouraged the increase in membership of the AIA nation wide, since there are approximately 60,000 registered architects in the United States, as compared with 28,000 Corporate members of the AIA. The Iowa resolution reads "be it resolved that a national goal to increase our membership to include at least a majority of the registered architects in the United States to be established; and that a task force be directed to determine the necessary steps to attain this goal and report its findings to the Board of Directors prior to Grassroots 1977." Our Executive Committee recommended to the Iowa Chapter that an addition to their resolution include "the report of the above mentioned task force become an item of
business at the 1977 AIA Convention." ... The appointment of Leonard Reinke, AIA as 1977 WSA/AIA Convention Chairman was announced ... John Simonitsch has been appointed Chairman of an Office Relocation Task Force. The present lease for WSA offices is up in November, 1976 and a decision must be made to find new quarters, or stay in the same building . . . other committee assignments made: Bob Peterson, AIA, Northeast Chapter appointed to WSA Housing Committee Chairmanship; Ken Kurtz, AIA, Southeast Chapter appointed to WSA Public Relations Committee Chairmanship.

CLIFF NAVIS CO., INC.
BUILDING RESTORATION
- Tuckpointing
- Masonry Repairs
- Chemical Cleaning
- Caulking
- Roof Coatings
- Acrylic & Silicone Applications

INDUSTRIAL — COMMERCIAL
INSTITUTIONAL
Call Madison Collect
(608) 222-7331
4219 Triangle St.
Petitions for nomination for George A.D. Schuett, AIA, for nomination to Vice President of the American Institute of Architects were circulated. George has been asked to run for Vice President by architects in the North Central Region and other parts of the country. Schuett has served for three years as Regional Director, representing Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota. As Regional Director he serves on the Institute Board of Directors, and in that capacity has served well as Chairman of the Restructuring of the Institute Task Force, Commissioner to Component Affairs and other Institute committees. Voting for Vice President will take place at the Annual Convention, May 2-6 in Philadelphia. We wish George much success as he represents Wisconsin and the North Central Region. There will be five nominees and three Vice Presidents will be elected.

A Professional Liability and Loss Prevention Seminar for Architects and Engineers will be held Friday, May 14, 1976 at the Ramada Inn-Airport, Milwaukee. This seminar is co-sponsored by Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers, Wisconsin Society of Architects/AIA, Professional Engineers in Private Practice, American Institute of Architects, and the Victor O. Schinnerer and Co., Inc. Speakers include Paul L. Genecki, Director of the Office for Professional Liability Research, Victor O. Schinnerer & Co., Consulting Attorney Arthur T. Kornblut (former AIA staff) and Gerald W. Farquhar. Also speaking will be Jack McKee, Staff Director for PEPP. The one day session will include “Legal Influences on Professional Practice”, “Protecting Against Liability Claims”, “The Relationship of Contract Documents and Technical Services to Professional Liability” plus a workshop on Professional Service Contracts and How to Respond to a Professional Liability Claim. Registration fee is $50.00 for first attendee from a firm and $35.00 for each additional attendee (includes lunch, refreshments and seminar hand-out materials). Registrations may be sent to Mr. Jack McKee, Staff Director — PEPP, National Society of Professional Engineers, 2029 K Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20006.

The Wisconsin entrants to the National Energy Conscious Design Competition will be on public display at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee School of Architecture and Urban Planning May 10th and 11th. The competition is sponsored by the AIA Research Corporation and supported by the Federal Energy Administration. Awards will include national recognition through publication in a book which will be distributed to all student finalists, participating architectural schools and to practicing architects throughout the United States. Further information regarding the competition may be obtained by writing:
Peter Smeallie
AIA Research Corporation
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

During Historic Preservation Week a forum on Milwaukee Neighborhood Conservation, sponsored by Historic Walker's Point, Inc. will be held Tuesday, May 11, 1976, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., 720 E. Wisconsin Ave. The conference is for those concerned with the conservation of Milwaukee's built environment and will offer an opportunity to discuss and share concerns, search for solutions, and plan for ongoing cooperative effort of people seeking to effect change. The program includes a morning of individual presentations by participating organizations plus bus and walking tours, a box lunch and an afternoon of workshops on problem areas. For further information contact Historic Walker's Point, Inc., 414 W. National Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53204.
A two day symposium on Architecture and the Arts will be sponsored by the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, in Kenosha. Participants as speakers and panel discussion resources are James R. Henrekin, AIA, Principal Architect/H.O.K., St. Louis, MO.; Philip H. Lewis, Landscape Architect, U.W.-Madison; Thomas H. Logan, City and Regional Planner, UW-Madison; Richard Miles, Sculptor, Denver, Colorado; Bruce L. Renquist, Industrial Designer, Racine, WI; Victor A. Sorell, Art Historian, Chicago State University. Francis O. Murray, Assistant Director, UW-Parkside Campus Planning/Architect will be moderator for the programs. Subject material will cover the philosophy of Art in Architecture and the role of art, aesthetics and design in assuring quality land use in the environment. For further information contact Professor Rollin Jansky, Department of Art, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI 53140.

IN MEMORIUM

Perc Brandt, AIA
Emil Klingler, AIA
Roger Kirchoff (former Wisconsin State Architect)

MEMBERSHIP ACTIONS

The following membership actions were taken by the WSA/AIA Executive Committee at their March 11, 1976 meeting:

NEW MEMBERS:
PATRICK T. CONNERS — Student Associate, Southeast Chapter;
HAROLD L. OLSEN, Professional Affiliate, Southwest Chapter;
JOHN T. SAUNDERS, Associate, Southwest Chapter;

MEMBERSHIP ADVANCEMENTS:
FRED D. ANDERSON, advanced to Professional Associate, Northwest Chapter;
DONALD H. Knodel, AIA transferred from the Northern Illinois Chapter to the Northwest Wisconsin Chapter as a Corporate member;
ALLEN J. Strang, FAIA, advanced to Emeritus, Southwest Chapter;

MEMBERSHIP RESIGNATIONS:
DONALD E. IVERSON, Corporate Member, Southwest Chapter;
GEORGE F. MOMMAERTS, Associate Member, Northwest Chapter.

1976 WSA/AIA ACTIVITIES FOR APRIL, MAY AND JUNE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE/TIME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 29</td>
<td>WSA Southeast Wisconsin Chapter Meeting</td>
<td>Turners Club Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2-6</td>
<td>National AIA Convention Symposium; Architecture and the Arts</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4-5</td>
<td>UW Extension: Air Conditioning Design Controls</td>
<td>UW Parkside Kenosha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10-14</td>
<td>Milwaukee Neighborhood Conservation Forum Historic Walker's Point, Inc.</td>
<td>UW Milwaukee Northern Life Bldg. Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>WSA/AIA Executive Committee Meeting</td>
<td>UW Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>UW Extension: Planning &amp; Zoning for Organized Community Growth Professional Liability — Loss Prevention Seminar</td>
<td>Ramada Inn Airport Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13-14</td>
<td>UW Extension: Structural Design Loads UW Extension: Steel Design</td>
<td>UW Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14</td>
<td>WSA Exhibitor Golf Outing</td>
<td>Lac La Belle Country Club Oconomowoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 19-20</td>
<td>WSA/AIA Executive Committee Meeting</td>
<td>Lake Lawn Lodge Delavan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Van Hemert Associates, Inc.
Food Service Facilities - Consultants & Designers
FFCS, ISFSC
Suite 317-321 Liberty Bank Building
Corner Selby at Snelling
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55104
Phone: (612) 644-1026

Arnold and D'Sheridan, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Structural - Civil - Mechanical
615 Forward Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53711
Phone: 608-271-9651

Structural & Civil Engineering
(414) 461-6900
6415 W. Capitol Drive Milwaukee, WIS. 53216

Manci & Haning Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
HEATING — VENTILATING — AIR CONDITIONING
12645 Burleigh Rd., Brookfield 53005 782-9690

Holland & Kurtz Inc.
Heating, Ventilating
Air Conditioning & Plumbing
8619 W. Capitol Drive
Milwaukee, Wis. 53216
(414) 463-1600

Dolan & Dustin, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
N. Prospect Avenue
Milwaukee, WIS. 53202
George E. Dolan, PE
Roger A. Nass, PE
Thomas B. Dustin, PE
Harvey E. Meisel, PE
Charles Mullikin, PE

Strass-Maguire & Assoc., Inc.
Civil and Structural
500 West Brown Deer Rd.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
Ph. 352-6870

Soil Testing Services of Wisconsin, Inc.
Consulting Soil and Foundation Engineers
540 Lambeau St., Green Bay, Wis. 54303
9055 N. 51st Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (414)354-1100
Telephone (414)434-9666

COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
Milwaukee: 135 West Wells Street - 53203 276-7672
Waukesha: 212 Wisconsin Avenue - 53186 542-7252
West Bend: 262 South Main Street - 53095 336-6124

WARZYN ENGINEERING & SERVICE CO., Inc.
Consulting Engineers & Testing Laboratories
Structural & Foundation Design
Surveying & Site Development
Marina & Waterfront Improvements
Sanitary Landfills
1409 Emil Street 608 257 4848 Madison, Wisconsin

Olsen and Associates
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC.
6161 Seybold Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53717 5811
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
Heating Ventilation Refrigeration Air Conditioning
Plumbing Piping Sound & Signal Systems Automatic Control
(414) 276-5050

BRUST ENGINEERING, INC.
The Forum
3333 North Mayfair Road
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Phone (414) 774-0286
Concrete Design Steel Design
Precast Concrete Design Post Tensioned Concrete Design
Structural Cost Studies

CONSULT YOUR ADVERTISERS.
MR. ARCHITECT

Wisconsin Window Unit Co. introduces the WISCONSIN VINYL DOUBLE HUNG UNIT, SERIES 1450, now in production. It is the companion to our well accepted Wisconsin Vinyl Glider, Series 1250.

The Wisconsin Vinyl Double-Hung, as with the Glider, has all wood frame parts vinyl clad and two complete sets of all vinyl prime sash (no storm needed).

Units set-up — Completely Assembled — Weatherstripped — Includes locks, Screen with fiberglass screening, all sashes with white vinyl rails glazed SSB. White vinyl cladding on all exterior frame surfaces with pre-drilled nailing flange attached. Wood parts Dri-Vac treated with Woodlife.

WISCONSIN WINDOW UNIT CO.
Merrill, Wisconsin 54452
Phone (715) 536-5581
FOR GOOD LOOKS THAT LAST
It's Desco Coatings Inside and Out

Beauty and durability are two prerequisites for any modern building. Since beauty and durability are two special properties of DESCO Coating Systems, it's easy to see why DESCO Tonecrete belongs in any modern building. Just like these three in Milwaukee.

Designed primarily for poured or precast concrete and masonry surfaces, DESCO Tonecrete offers outstanding protection with highly weather resistant finishes in a wide variety of textures and colors.

"A coat of Tonecrete is concrete's best friend, when the job HAS to be uniform."

For more than 15 years, DESCO Exterior and Interior Coating Systems have been the first choice of many specifiers the world over for every type of building from hospitals to high rise apartments. That's why DESCO Systems are engineered and tested to perform under almost any condition.

martin products corp., p.o. box 3612, milwaukee, wis. 53217
414-962-4515

[Desco Coatings Logo]